We Long for New York Pizza
Ingredients
Pizza making is a very personal thing. So our recipe here is only about cooking technique. To start,
make or buy your pizza dough. We have made dough from scratch in the past. It is wonderful, but very
time consuming. We now more frequently buy dough at Trader Joes and it is great. You may also buy
uncooked dough at your local pizzeria.
For sauce, we usually use Italian‐seasoned tomato paste. A thin layer gives robust tomato taste without
making the crust soggy.
For toppings, the sky is the limit. KO prefers sautéed onions and goat cheese. I like roasted red peppers,
hot salami and buffalo mozzarella. The key is to have everything prepared before you start cooking the
dough.

Preparation
Start a charcoal grill at least 1 hour prior to cooking time. We use a Weber Kettle Grill and appreciate
the ability to bake the pizza as well as grill. When the coals are white, spread them flat under 2/3's of
the grill space. You want to have space to finish your pizza with indirect heat at the end.
Roll and stretch your dough into small pizza rounds. We prefer a rustic, asymmetrical pizza, but it is
really of no consequence how you stretch it. It is easier to handle smaller pizzas on the grill.
Pour olive oil into a cloth or paper towel and rub the grill grates. Carefully lay the raw dough directly
onto the grill. The dough will quickly start to bubble on top and brown on the bottom. When the
bottom is cooked to your liking, remove it and place on a large surface with the cooked side up.
Coat the cooked side with a thin layer of tomato sauce or paste, add cheese and toppings. Once
dressed, place the uncooked side back on the grill. Cover to bake and melt the cheese. Check the
grilling side often to ensure the right doneness. Move the pizza to indirect heat as needed to heat
ingredients and melt the cheese.
The finished product is crisp and slightly charred. It is pretty close to the coal‐burning oven in Rockville
Centre.
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